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Abstract—A key aspect of multi-energy microgrids (MEMGs)
is the capability to efficiently convert and store energy in order
to reduce the costs and environmental impact. Peer-to-peer (P2P)
energy trading is a novel paradigm for decentralised energy
market designs. In this paper, we investigate the external P2P
energy trading problem and internal energy conversion problem
within interconnected residential, commercial and industrial
MEMGs. These two problems are complex decision-making prob-
lems with enormous high-dimensional data and uncertainty, so
a multi-agent deep reinforcement learning approach combining
the multi-agent actor-critic algorithm with the twin delayed
deep deterministic policy gradient algorithm is proposed. The
proposed approach can handle the high-dimensional continuous
action space and aligns with the nature of P2P energy trading
with multiple MEMGs. Simulation results based on three real-
world MG datasets show that the proposed approach significantly
reduces each MG’s average hourly operation cost. The impact of
carbon tax pricing is also considered.

Index Terms—Multi-energy microgrids, P2P energy trading,
energy conversion, multi-agent deep reinforcement learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS (MG) are used to address the challenges
arising from having a high share of distributed energy

resources (DERs) within a local region in modern energy
systems. At the distribution network level, a multi-energy
microgrid (MEMG) consists of DERs, energy coupling tech-
nologies, local active loads and energy storage systems (ESSs).
The recent energy coupling technologies, such as hydrogen
fuel cells (FCs), water electrolyser (WE) and electric heat
pumps (HPs), can be integrated by multiple energy carries
together to benefit the energy systems economically and envi-
ronmentally [1]. Multiple MEMGs can be networked further
to improve the efficiency and reliability of the distribution
network. However, besides the primary challenges posed by
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the intermittent nature of DERs, there is an additional difficulty
in the stability and operational safety for the network of
multiple MEMGs because the deployment including the size
and type of DERs varies by location. It is also not realistic to
directly control or operate those DERs by a central authority
since they may belong to different owners. Peer-to-peer (P2P)
energy trading has emerged as a novel paradigm for decen-
tralised energy market designs. P2P energy trading allows
the end-users or MGs to join the trading without a central
authority unit [2] and offers an opportunity to produce and sell
energy at the edge of the network. Correctly modelling and
quantifying the P2P energy trading as well as understanding
the flexibility of MEMGs are complicated tasks. It involves not
only temporal, multi-vector interactions on different networks
(e.g., electricity, heat and gas) in response to uncertain energy
generation and demand, but also includes potential conflicting
trading and operating policies of MGs.

The literature on the P2P energy trading can be classified
into five techniques based on the approaches adopted: game
theory, auction theory, constrained optimisation, blockchain
and deep reinforcement learning (DRL). In [3]–[11], game
theory is used to address the P2P energy trading problems
in the electricity sector. Some of this work [4], [8], [10],
[11] considers trading among multiple MGs, while [3], [5]–[7],
[9] considers trading between prosumers. In [12]–[16], game-
theoretic approaches are used to solve the P2P energy trading
in a multi-energy setting. However, only in [16] did the authors
model the P2P energy trading among multiple MEMGs. In [6],
[17]–[21], auction-theoretic approaches are used to address the
P2P trading problems between prosumers in the electricity
sector. In [22], the authors proposed an auction mechanism
for energy trading in a multi-energy district. In [23]–[27],
constrained optimisation is applied to P2P energy trading
under different market and system constraints in the electricity
sector. In [28]–[30], blockchain is used to enable secured
and decentralised energy trading in the electricity sector.
The game-theoretic and auction-theoretic models are mainly
solved by traditional constrained optimisation methods such as
mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) [31] and alternating
direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [32]. Those methods
are useful for a lot of complex tasks considering multiple
factors and constraints. However, the MILP method assumes
linear relationships among factors [31], while ADMM assumes
that the problems are regularised and convex [32], which are
unrealistic in many cases.
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Fig. 1. The framework of P2P energy trading among multiple Multi-energy MGs. RES, COM and IND stand for residential, commercial and industrial.

DRL, combined with deep neural networks (DNNs) and
reinforcement learning (RL) techniques, can be powerful tools
for addressing the P2P energy trading issues in the network of
multiple MEMGs using the trial-and-error mechanism without
any extensive feature engineering. In [33], [34], deep Q-
learning is used in their corresponding electricity trading
problems. In [35], a convolutional neural network (CNN) is
used to predict the MG utility while helping the Q-learning
algorithm choose the optimal policy for the MG to trade
electricity. Deep Q-learning has two major pitfalls: it cannot do
well when the environment has a colossal number of actions
in continuous action space [36]; it tends to overestimate the
Q-value [37].

Previous work on P2P energy trading mainly focuses on the
electricity sector. Some work has been done in a multi-energy
setting but does not consider both external P2P energy trading
and internal energy conversion process. The literature also
lacks modelling of different types of MEMGs participating
in the P2P energy trading. Considering the varieties of MGs
such as residential, commercial and industrial is essential for
P2P energy trading and energy conversion within a local
community since the energy generation patterns and energy
coupling technologies of different kinds of MGs complement
others’ demand. Also, the existing work on P2P energy trading
only uses single-agent DRL algorithms.

To address the above issues, a new P2P energy trading
and energy conversion scheme and a multi-agent (MA) DRL
approach are proposed for multiple interconnected MEMGs.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
to consider P2P energy trading, energy conversion and
multi-vector energies together in a holistic way. A new
P2P energy trading and energy conversion scheme is
established for interconnected residential, commercial
and industrial MEMGs. A two-stage problem consisting
of P2P energy trading and energy conversion process
is formulated as a partially observable Markov decision
process (POMDP).

2) A MADRL approach MATD3 is proposed to optimise
P2P energy trading and energy conversion policies of
MEMGs in real-time. The proposed method combines

MADRL framework in [38] with twin delayed deep
deterministic policy gradient algorithm (TD3) [39] fur-
ther to improve the performance of the MA actor-critic
algorithm. The original MADRL framework has been
modified particularly for our P2P energy trading and
energy conversion problem and also for stabilizing the
learning process. To our best knowledge, this is the first
paper using multi-agent DRL models for P2P energy
trading. Our proposed MATD3 approach can be used
to choose the optimal actions within continuous action
space and enables all the MEMGs to learn their policies
simultaneously to achieve the best goal individually.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section
II formulates the problem of P2P energy trading and energy
conversion for interconnected residential, commercial and in-
dustrial MEMGs. Section III proposes the MATD3 method.
Section IV presents a case study to evaluate the effectiveness
of the proposed model. Section V draws the conclusion.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Overview

Fig. 1 shows the P2P energy trading paradigm among N
MEMGs located in residential, commercial and industrial areas
within a local community. These MEMGs can not only trade
electricity with the main power grid and buy natural gas as
fuel from the external networks but also trade electricity and
heat among themselves. We assume there are heat networks
built within local areas so that the MGs are more willing to
trade heat instead of gas sources. Each MG includes renewable
generators, a multi-energy system (MES) and electricity and
heat load. The energy flow of the residential, commercial and
Industrial MEMGs is illustrated in Fig. 2.

1) Residential MEMG: Solar panels are installed at the
residential houses, and the electrical storage system can store
any excess electricity. Solar power can be used to produce
hydrogen with the help of a water electrolyser. Hydrogen can
be converted to electricity and heat using a fuel cell [40] or
generate heat using a boiler. Natural gas is a standby fuel to
cover the necessary heat demand.

Hydrogen fuel has great potential to be used in the resi-
dential sector, because of the versatility to generate electricity,
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Fig. 2. (a) The energy-flow-diagram of the residential MEMG, (b) The energy-
flow-diagram of the commercial MEMG, (c) The energy-flow-diagram of the
industrial MEMG.

heat and serve as energy source for vehicles with low carbon
emissions in the future, even though the residential usage of
hydrogen is still on the initial stage. Corporate investment [41]
and hydrogen infrastructure development [42] are likely to
reduce hydrogen cost. Governments have invested in clean
and safe hydrogen heating systems in residential building [43].
E.g., A project has been approved in Scotland to heat homes
with 100 per cent green hydrogen [44]. These investments can
further accelerate residential usage of hydrogen.

The water electrolyzers are used as a backup system to
provide extra electricity and heat when necessary, because
hydrogen generated by a water electrolyzer can be stored in a
hydrogen tank indefinitely until needed. Other energy storage
systems, such as batteries, lose energy over time, and have
to be recharged periodically [45]. The cost of electrolyzers is
continually declining [46], and the efficiency of electrolyzers
is improving [47].

2) Commercial MEMG: For commercial MG, the primary
heat load is for space heating. Therefore, the heat pump,
converting electricity into heat, is a better choice for space

heating than the gas boiler, which is only a standby resource.
The MG has solar panels installed on the their buildings and a
natural gas supply as well. In addition, the MG has a thermal
storage system to store excess thermal energy for later use.

3) Industrial MEMG: A combined heat and power (CHP)
generator provides electrical and thermal energy simultane-
ously to meet electricity and heat demand, which is used to
improve energy efficiency. There are also wind turbines on-
site to provide additional electricity generation. Moreover, this
MG is equipped with electrical and thermal storage systems.

B. POMDP & System Objective

The P2P energy trading and energy conversion problem is
formulated as a POMDP to minimise the operation cost of
each MEMG. A POMDP consists of a set of states, a set of
observations, a set of actions, a set of reward functions and a
set of state transition functions.

1) System States and MG Observations: The system states,
st = {st1, . . . , stN}, describe the configurations of all MGs
at time t. The system state of MG i at time t is defined as
sti = [Gti, D

t
e,i, D

t
h,i, E

t
i , ρ

t
P2P,e], where Gti is the renewable

generation of MG i between time t and time t + 1, Dt
e,i

and Dt
h,i represents the electricity and heat demand of MG

i between time t and time t+1, Eti includes electrical storage
energy level Ete,i, level of hydrogen stored in the tank Eth2,i

and thermal storage energy level Etth,i at time t, and ρtP2P,e is
the P2P electricity price at time t. The natural gas price is not
considered in the system state, since it is fixed within a month.
Since the MGs can not obtain the true generation and demand
at the beginning of each time slot, they need to forecast their
generation and demand. Random Gaussian noise is added
into the true states to represent the estimated generation and
demand (i.e., the observation values), which can effectively
represent the uncertainty of the differences between actual
states and estimations [48]. The observation of MG i at time
t is defined as oti = [Ĝti, D̂

t
e,i, D̂

t
h,i, E

t
i , ρ

t
P2P,e], where the hat

symbol indicates that the variable is an estimation of the true
system state.

2) MG Actions: The system actions, at = {at1, . . . , atN},
describe the actions of all MGs at time t. The actions of MG i
at time t is defined as ati = [xti, y

t
i ], where xti are P2P energy

trading actions and yti are energy conversion actions. These
actions will be described in detail in Subsection II-C. Each
MG will choose actions based on their observations.

3) Reward Functions: The system reward functions, rt =
{rt1, . . . , rtN}, describe the reward functions of all MGs at
time t. The reward functions can be used to calculate the
MGs’ revenue (cost is treated as negative revenue) after taking
actions at and then evaluate the MGs to choose better policies.
The reward function of MG i at time t is formulated as

rti = rtP2P,i − Cteco,i − Ctpen,i − Ctth,i − Ctcarbon,i, (1)

which includes P2P energy trading profit rtP2P,i, economic
cost Cteco,i, electricity penalty Ctpen,i, discomfort cost Ctth,i
and environmental cost Ctcarbon,i at time t.
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The P2P energy trading profit is described as

rtP2P,i =
N∑

j=1,j 6=i

∑
u∈U

ztij,u

×
(
I(zij,u≤0)ρ

−,t
P2P,u − I(zij,u>0)ρ

+,t
P2P,u

)
, (2)

where U = {e, h} includes electricity (denoted e) and heat
(denoted h). For each u, the amount of P2P energy traded is
ztij,u, and ρ−,tP2P,u and ρ+,tP2P,u represent the selling and buying
price at time t, respectively.

The economic cost consists of wholesale electricity cost and
natural gas cost, which is expressed as

Cteco,i = ztii,e

(
I(zii,e>0)ρ

+,t
grid,e − I(zii,e≤0)ρ

−,t
grid,e

)
+ ztii,hρgas, (3)

where ztii,e > 0 represents buying electricity from the external
network (i.e., the main grid) in the wholesale market by MG
i at time t, ztii,e ≤ 0 means MG i sells electricity in the
wholesale market at time t and ztii,h denotes the amount of
natural gas bought by MG i from the external network at
time t; ρ+,tgrid,e, ρ

−,t
grid,e and ρgas refer to as the buying and

selling price offered by the main grid and natural gas price
at time t, respectively. In this paper, the relationship between
P2P electricity prices and electricity prices of the main grid is
limited as

ρ−,tgrid,e � ρ−,tP2P,e ≈ ρ
+,t
P2P,e � ρ+,tgrid,e. (4)

In the electricity wholesale market, the price that the MGs buy
from the main grid is usually higher than the price that MGs
sell to the main grid, since there are transaction costs due to
transmission loss [49]. The higher the transaction costs, the
larger the difference between the buying price and the selling
price [49]. For the P2P trading market, the selling price is set
to be the same as the buying price, since the transaction costs
are negligible within a local distribution network [50]. The P2P
electricity price is set between the main grid buying and selling
prices to encourage P2P energy trading. We assume that the
MGs decide an agreed P2P price for all of the MGs, and then
negotiate the amount of electricity traded among themselves.
This method has been used in [35], [51]–[53]. This assumption
is made because the combined dynamics of energy trading,
energy conversion and multi-vector energies are considered as
a whole. The P2P electricity price is set as

ρtP2P,e = αP2P (ρ+,tgrid,e − ρ
−,t
grid,e) + ρ−,tgrid,e, (5)

where αP2P ∈ (0, 1) is the price coefficient.
The electricity penalty happens when the electricity load

supply is short between time t and time t + 1 [54], which is
shown in (6). The discomfort cost occurs when the thermal
demand of local consumers are not met [11], which is shown
in (7).

Ctpen,i = αe
(
Dt
e,i − Lte,i

)
, (6)

Ctth,i = αh
(
Dt
h,i − Lth,i

)2
+ αh

(
Dt
h,i − Lth,i

)
, (7)

where Lte,i is real electricity load supplied by MG i between
time t and time t + 1 and αe represents penalty coefficient;

Lth,i is the heat load of MG i between time t and time
t + 1 which the consumers are actually provided with and
αh is the heat sensitivity coefficient. In this model, the re-
newable generation curtailment is considered since electricity
consumption and generation needs to be balanced. However,
extra network charges of renewable generation curtailment
are not considered. Therefore the penalty only occurs when
Dt
e,i > Lte,i. The penalty terms and the penalty coefficients

have been designed based on [54] to obtain good performance
of the proposed method [55].

The environmental cost is the economic penalty caused
by the CO2 emissions from the natural gas combustion and
electricity bought from the main grid [56], expressed as

Ctcarbon,i = αCO2
(
βgasztii,h + βeztii,e

)
, (8)

where βgas and βe denote carbon intensity (CI) which are the
emission rate of CO2 related to the natural gas combustion
and the bought net electricity. The carbon tax price denoted
αCO2 converts the carbon emissions into economic penalty.

4) State Transition Functions: After executing the system
actions at, the system states st will transfer to st+1 based
on the state transition functions. The transition functions of
the energy level of storage are shown in Subsection II-D2.
However, the transition functions of the renewable generation
and energy load are not available. We will use our proposed
DRL algorithm to learn from the real-world datasets without
knowing the complete state transition functions of the system.

5) System Problem: The system problem for MG i is to find
optimal policy π(xti, y

t
i |Ĝti, D̂t

e,i, D̂
t
h,i, E

t
i , ρ

t
P2P,e) at time t to

maximise its expected total rewards (same as minimising the
expected total operation cost) which summarises discounted
future rewards over the time horizon T , formulated as

P1 : max
π

Rtiπ = E

[
T∑
τ=0

γτrt+τ+1
i

]
, (9)

where γ is the discount factor.

C. Two-stage System Process

The MEMGs’ operation process contains two stages: P2P
energy trading and energy conversion stages. We assume the
external P2P energy trading take place in an hour-ahead P2P
energy market, in which each MG can buy or sell the desired
energy for the next hour. After the real energy trading deals
have been made, the process moves to the internal energy
conversion stage.

1) P2P Energy Trading Stage: Before the trading begins,
MG i uses its observations oti and its policy to choose
trading actions to seek for possible deals. The trading actions
of MG i at time t is denoted as xti =

[
xtij
]
1≤j 6=i≤N =

[xti1, x
t
i2, . . . x

t
iN ], where xtij = [xtij,e, x

t
ij,h] are the intended

amounts of energy trading (including electricity and heat)
between MG i and MG j at time t. If xtij > 0, which means
MG i wants to buy energy from MG j; if xtij < 0, which
means MG i wants to sell energy to MG j. MGs often have
conflicting trading intentions, e.g., xtij × xtji > 0. Therefore,
trading negotiations have been made resulting in real deals of
energy trading zti =

[
ztij
]
1≤j 6=i≤N = [zti1, z

t
i2, . . . z

t
iN ], where
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ztij > 0 means MG i buys energy from MG j; ztij < 0 means
MG i sells energy to MG j. MGs only have a deal when one
of them wants to sell energy and another wants to buy energy.
Note that the actual energy trading might not be the same as
the intention, and therefore, MGs need to trade energy with
external networks to realise their intended trading actions. The
amount of energy traded with external networks at time t are
denoted as ztii. The actual amount of P2P energy trading of
MG i are shown as

ztij =


xtij

|xtij|
min

(∣∣xtij∣∣ , ∣∣xtji∣∣) , xtijx
t
ji < 0,∀i 6= j,

0, xtijx
t
ji ≥ 0,∀i 6= j,

N∑
j′=1,j′ 6=i

xtij′ −
N∑

j′=1,j′ 6=i
ztij′ , ∀i = j.

(10)
2) Energy Conversion Stage: The complexity of an MES

is due to the flexibility of exchanging different energy vectors,
achieved by managing the energy converters such as fuel
cell, heat pump and CHP. The MG needs to consider all
available information, including the energy trading results. For
residential MG i, the conversion actions yti consist of inflow
vector of the water electrolyser PWE,t

e , inflow vector of the
fuel cell QFC,th2

and inflow hydrogen of the boiler QGB,th2
, as

shown in Fig. 2a. For commercial MG i, the conversion action
yti is the inflow vector of the heat pump PHP,te as shown in
Fig. 2b. For industrial MG i, the conversion action yti is the
inflow vector of the CHP QCHP,tng , as shown in Fig. 2c.

D. Physical Constraints

1) Energy Converters Constraints: Energy convert func-
tions are used to show the energy conversion mapping from
inflow energy to outflow energy through the energy convert-
ers [56]. The convert functions are defined as follows,

PFC,te = ηFCe ×QFC,th2
, (11)

QFC,th = ηFCh ×QFC,th2
, (12)

QWE,t
h2

= ηWE × PWE,t
e , (13)

QGB,th = ηGBh2
×QGB,th2

, (14)

QGB,th = ηGBng ×QGB,tng , (15)

QHP,th = ηHP × PHP,te , (16)

PCHP,te = ηCHPe ×QCHP,tng , (17)

QCHP,th = ηCHPh ×QCHP,tng . (18)

Equations (11)-(13) denote the convert functions of fuel
cell and water electrolyser in the residential MGs, where
QFC,th2

, PFC,te and QFC,th denote hydrogen inflow, electricity
outflow and heat outflow of the fuel cell at time t; ηFCe and
ηFCh represent the electricity and heat conversion coefficient
of the fuel cell; PWE,t

e , QWE,t
h2

and ηWE denote electricity
inflow, hydrogen outflow and conversion coefficient of the
water electrolyser at time t. Equations (14)-(15) refer to the
convert functions of the gas boiler with hydrogen or natural
gas input, where QGB,th2

, QGB,tng and QGB,th denote hydrogen
inflow, natural gas inflow and heat outflow of the gas boiler at
time t; ηGBh2

and ηGBng represent the hydrogen and natural gas

conversion coefficient of the gas boiler. The energy conversion
process of heat pump is denoted in (16), where PHP,te ,
QHP,th and ηHP represent electricity inflow, heat outflow and
conversion coefficient of the heat pump at time t. The convert
functions of CHP are denoted in (17)-(18), where QCHP,tng ,
PCHP,te and QCHP,th denote natural gas inflow, electricity
outflow and heat outflow of the CHP at time t; ηCHPe and
ηCHPh represent electricity and heat conversion coefficient of
the CHP.

2) Energy Storage Systems Constraints: The dynamic en-
ergy level of the storage systems depends on their inherent
constraints, shown as follows,

Et+1
e = ηESe Ete + PES,te

(
I(Pe>0)η

ES
e,ch −

I(Pe≤0)

ηESe,dis

)
∆t,

(19)
PESe

min ≤ PES,te ≤ PESe
max

, (20)

0 ≤ Et+1
e ≤ Be, (21)

Et+1
th = ηTSth E

t
th +QTS,th

(
I(Qh>0)η

TS
th,in −

I(Qh≤0)

ηTSth,out

)
∆t,

(22)
QTSh

min ≤ QTS,th ≤ QTSh
max

, (23)

0 ≤ Et+1
th ≤ Bth, (24)

Et+1
h2

= ηHTh2
Eth2

+QHT,th2

(
I(Qh2>0)η

HT
h2,in −

I(Qh2≤0)

ηHTh2,out

)
∆t,

(25)
QHTh2

min ≤ QHTh2
(t) ≤ QHTh2

max
, (26)

0 ≤ Et+1
h2
≤ Bh2

. (27)

Equations (19)-(21) show the characteristics of the elec-
trical storage system. Equation (19) explains the transition
function of energy level of electrical storage, where PES,te

is the charging or discharging power of electrical storage;
ηESe , ηESe,ch and ηESe,dis represents the self decay rate, charging
coefficient and discharging coefficient of electrical storage.
Equation (20) shows the limits the electrical power when
charging or discharging the electrical storage and (21) is the
capacity limitation, where Be is the capacity of electrical
storage. Equations (22)-(24) indicate the limits of the thermal
storage system. Equation (22) shows the transition function
of energy level of thermal storage, where QTS,th is the inflow
or outflow heat power of thermal storage; ηTSth , ηTSth,in and
ηTSth,out represent the self decay rate, inflow coefficient and
outflow coefficient of thermal storage. Equation (23) limits
the inflow and outflow heat of the thermal storage system and
the energy level of thermal storage is bounded by (24), where
Bth is the capacity of thermal storage. Similarly, the transition
function of energy level of hydrogen tank is formulated in (25),
where QHT,th2

is the inflow or outflow hydrogen of hydrogen
tank; ηHTh2

, ηHTh2,in
and ηHTh2,out

represent the self decay rate,
inflow coefficient and outflow coefficient of hydrogen tank.
The hydrogen gas flow limitation and hydrogen tank capacity
limitation are described in (26)-(27), where Bh2 is the capacity
of hydrogen tank. If the power of an energy storage system is
greater than 0, it means charging the storage or the energy is
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flowing into the storage. If an energy storage system’s power
is less than 0, it means discharging the storage.

3) Energy Balance Constraints: For the energy networks of
an MEMG working correctly, the MG must balance the energy
generation and consumption between time t and time t + 1.
The energy balance constraints for residential, commercial and
industrial MEMGs are formulated as follows,

zte,i +Gti + PFC,te,i ∆t = PES,te,i ∆t+ PWE,t
e,i ∆t+Dt

e,i,

(28)

zth,i +QGB,th,i ∆t = Dt
h,i, (29)

QWE,t
h2,i

∆t = QHT,th2,i
∆t+QFC,th2,i

∆t+QGB,th2,i
∆t, (30)

zte,i +Gti = PES,te,i ∆t+ PHP,te,i ∆t+Dt
e,i, (31)

zth,i +QHP,th,i ∆t+QGB,th,i ∆t = QTS,th,i ∆t+Dt
h,i,

(32)

zte,i +Gti + PCHP,te,i ∆t = PES,te,i ∆t+Dt
e,i, (33)

zth,i +QCHP,th,i ∆t+QGB,th,i ∆t = QTS,th,i ∆t+Dt
h,i.

(34)

Equations (28)-(30) indicate that residential MG i must
balance the electricity, heat and hydrogen energy, respectively.
The electricity and heat networks of commercial MG i are
constrained in (31)-(32). Equations (33)-(34) describe the
energy balance equations of industrial MG i with electricity
and heat distribution networks.

III. PROPOSED MULTI-AGENT DEEP REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING BASED APPROACH

A MATD3 approach is proposed to solve the P2P energy
trading and energy conversion problem formulated in (9).
TD3 is a model-free, off-policy actor-critic algorithm which
uses DNNs to learn policies in high-dimensional, continuous
state-action spaces. The MATD3 approach adopts the form of
centralised critics to ease training and decentralised actors to
ensure all MEMGs are operating independently.

A. Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient Algo-
rithm

TD3 was proposed to solve the overestimation and high
variance problems lied in deep Q-learning [57] and deep
deterministic policy gradient (DDPG) [36] algorithms [39].
To solve the overestimation problem, TD3 adopts the idea of
double Q-learning [58]. In TD3, the critic consists of two Q-
networks (Qθ1 and Qθ2 ) and their target networks (Qθ′1 and
Qθ′2 ), and the actor is formed by a deterministic policy network
πφ and its target network πφ′ . The target networks are time-
delayed copies of their Q-networks, which greatly improve
stability in learning [39]. To update the TD3 networks, the
Q networks in critic minimise the loss via (35), where pπ
is the state distribution, π and R are distribution of the
policy and reward function, and yt is the target value. The
deterministic policy network in actor is updated using sampled
policy gradient which is shown in (36), i.e.,

L (θ) = Est∼pπ,at∼π,rt∼R
[(
Qθ
(
st, at

)
− yt

)2]
, (35)

∇φJ ≈ Est∼pπ
[
∇aQθ (s, a) |s=st,a=πφ(st)∇φπφ (s) |s=st

]
,

(36)
where

yt = rt + γ min
j∈{1,2}

Qθ′j
(
st+1, ãt+1

)
, (37)

ãt+1 = πφ′(st+1) + ε̃, ε̃ ∼ clip(N (0, σ̃),−c, c). (38)

The critic will choose the minimum target value between the
two target Q-networks as in (37), where ãt+1 is the clipped
target action. The minimum operation results in low-variance
value estimations and makes the algorithm more stable. To
address the high variance problem, TD3 updates the policy
networks once every several Q-value updates. By sufficiently
delaying the policy updates, TD3 allows the Q-network to
produce lower Q-values, and hence less chance of a mistake
being exploited. TD3 algorithm also adds target policy noise
as shown in (38) when forming the target, where ε̃ is the
clipped Gaussian noise and c is the edge value. This target
policy regularisation technique will smooth but keep close to
the original target action, which helps the algorithm remain
stable and converge fast in the stochastic domain.

B. Multi-Agent Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gra-
dient Approach

As our P2P energy trading and energy conversion model
is in an MA environment (each MG is an agent), a
naive approach is to directly apply TD3 algorithm to learn
each agent’s policy independently. However, the environ-
ment is no longer static from the view of each agent
since the agents are learning their own policy independently.
P
(
st+1|st,at, π1, . . . , πN

)
6= P

(
st+1|st,at, π′1, . . . , π′N

)
for any π 6= π′, which violates the Markov assump-
tion. Therefore, this naive approach has difficulty in learn-
ing good policies. Instead, we adopted the concept of
centralised training with decentralised execution in [38],
where the training of critic take consideration of the ac-
tions and observations of all the agents in the environ-
ment but the actor of each agent choose actions only based
on its own observations. The centralised Q-value function
of MG i, Qθi (ot1, . . . , o

t
N , a

t
1, . . . , a

t
N ), takes observations

and actions of all MGs as inputs instead of only its own.
The critics are learned by their rewards, where the re-
ward functions can be different from each other, allow-
ing both competitive and collaborative multi-agent settings.
The main reason for using a centralised critic is that the
environment is stationary if all the actions of the agents
are known, where P

(
st+1|st, at1, . . . , atN , π1, . . . , πN

)
=

P
(
st+1|st, at1, . . . , atN , π′1, . . . , π′N

)
even for π 6= π′. The

actor works in a decentralised way, to ensure that only local
information is used when executing policies.

The centralised Q-value function is updated as

L (θi) = Eot,at,rt,ot+1

[(
Qθi

(
ot1, . . . , o

t
N , a

t
1, . . . , a

t
N

)
− yti

)2]
yti = rti + γ min

j∈{1,2}
Qθ′ij

(
ot+1
1 , . . . , ot+1

N , ãt+1
1 , . . . , ãt+1

N

)
ãt+1
i = πφ′

i
(ot+1
i ) + ε̃i, ε̃i ∼ clip(N (0, σ̃2

i ),−ci, ci). (39)
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Fig. 3. Information flowchart of the MADRL agent training and execution process. NN stands for neural network.

The gradient of the policy network can then be written as

∇φiJ ≈ Eot,at [∇aiQθi
(
ot1, . . . , o

t
N , a

t
1, . . . , a

t
N

)
|oi=oti,ai=πφi (oti)∇φiπφi (oi) |oi=oti ]. (40)

In the implementation, mini-batches are used to train the
networks rather than a single transition of data.

C. Implementation of The Proposed Method

The information flow of our proposed approach is illustrated
in Fig. 3. For each MG i, it firstly receives its observations oti at
time t. The actor of MG i will then choose P2P energy trading
actions xti and energy conversion actions yti based on oti and
its policy πφi . A random noise sampled from a Gaussian dis-
tribution is added to the actor to increase exploration. During
the P2P energy trading stage, MG i will negotiate with other
MGs and get real energy trading deals zti . After that, yti and zti
are used to operate MG i in the energy conversion stage. MG i
will then receive the reward rti and observations of next states
ot+1
i . Finally, the transition of observations, actions, rewards

and next observations of all MGs (ot,at, rt,o′
t
) will be

stored in the replay buffer D, where ot = {ot1, . . . , otN},at =
{at1, . . . , atN}, rt = {rt1, . . . , rtN},o′

t
= {ot+1

1 , . . . , ot+1
N }.

For the centralised training, each MG will sample a random
mini-batch of size m (ok,ak, rk,o′

k
) from D. The parameters

of the critic θi will be updated by minimising the sample loss
via (39), and the actor will be updated using sampled policy
gradient according to (40). The target networks of MG i will
then be updated using the following equations

θ′i1 ← τθi1 + (1− τ)θ′i1, (41)
θ′i2 ← τθi2 + (1− τ)θ′i2, (42)
φ′i ← τφi + (1− τ)φ′i, (43)

where τ � 1 is the target update parameter. Thus, the target
values change slowly which greatly improves the stability of
learning. Each episode contains T time steps, and the training

Algorithm 1: MATD3-based P2P Energy Trading and
Energy Conversion in Interconnected MEMGs

1 Initialize γ, τ, θi1, θi2, φi and replay buffer D
2 for episode = 1 to M do
3 Initialize random process N for action exploration
4 for t = 1 to T do
5 For each MG i, forecast Ĝti, D̂

t
e,i, D̂

t
h,i, and

observe Eti and ρtP2P,e to form oti
6 Choose P2P energy trading actions xti and

energy conversion actions yti w.r.t. the current
policy πφi

7 P2P energy trade with other MGs, and get the
real energy trading deals zti via (10)

8 Convert energy based on zti and yti , and get
reward rti and new observations ot+1

i

9 Store (ot,at, rt,o′
t
) of all MGs in D

10 ot ← o′
t

11 for MG i = 1 to N do
12 sample a random mini-batch of size m

(ok,ak, rk,o′
k
) from D

13 Update critic parameters θi1 and θi2 by
minimising the loss via (39)

14 Update actor parameter φi every two critic
updates via (40)

15 end
16 Update target network parameters for each MG

i via (41)-(43)
17 end
18 end

process repeats M times to ensure the algorithm converges.
The proposed MATD3 algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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D. Modifications to The Original MADRL Framework

The original MADRL framework has been modified partic-
ularly for the P2P energy trading and energy conversion prob-
lem and for stabilising the learning process. The modifications
of the original MADRL framework include as follows:

1) TD3 Agent Customisation: In the original MADRL
framework, the activation function of the output layer in the
actor networks is a hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid function.
In the proposed MATD3 method, for each MG, the activation
function of the output layer in the actor networks is customized
to provide the requisite output shape of the actor in terms of
energy trading and energy conversion actions, since the range
of values for the energy trading actions and energy conversion
actions can be very different.

2) State/Observation Normalization: For each MG, the
components of the observation vector have different magni-
tudes. Normalizing the observations can prevent bias and speed
up the training process [59].

3) Reward Scaling: Reward values obtained from the re-
ward function cannot be used directly by the agent, since the
learning process might not be stable due to the wide range of
reward values [60]. Therefore, the reward is sampled from the
reward functions to calculate the distribution of the reward,
and then the z-score of the new reward (i.e., the standardized
reward) can be calculated based on the distribution. This
scaling of the reward and setting of a lower bound of the
z-score make our learning process stable.

4) Network Architecture: The neural network architecture
of (target) actor and (target) critic for each agent are presented
in Fig. 4. The fully connected (FC) layers use the Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) or the customised function as activation
functions. Compared to the original MADRL framework,
a hidden layer has been added to the observations before
concatenating with the actions.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Case Study Setup

The proposed MATD3 approach is simulated in a 3-MEMG
model including a residential MEMG, a commercial MEMG
and an industrial MEMG. Three real-world datasets contain-
ing renewable generation and energy demand data at 1-hour
resolution are used to train our model, where MG 1 uses
data [61] from residential households located in Mueller,
Austin, Texas; MG 2 uses data [62] from a commercial data

TABLE I
EFFICIENCIES AND CAPACITIES OF ENERGY CONVERTERS

DER Efficiency Capacity (kW/kWh) Location

WE ηWE = 80% P̄WE,t
e = 150 MG 1

FC
ηFC
e = 30%

Q̄FC,t
h2

= 330 MG 1
ηFC
h = 55% [67]

GB ηGB = 90% Q̄GB,t
ng = 1500 MG 1,2 & 3

HP ηHP = 300% P̄HP,t
e = 150 MG 2

CHP
ηCHP
e = 45%

Q̄CHP,t
ng = 900 MG 3

ηCHP
h = 40%

warehouse located in Mueller, Austin, Texas; and MG 3 uses
data [63] from a power plant at trial site Aachen/Cologne,
Germany1. The parameters of energy converters are given
in Table I. The electricity price offered by the main grid
follows the hourly locational marginal pricing from ISO New
England Inc. [64] and the natural gas prices follow the monthly
Natural Gas Industrial Price from US Energy Information
Administration [65]. Also, the carbon tax price αCO2 is set
to 0.0316 $/kg, while the carbon intensities of natural gas and
grid electricity are βgas = 0.245 kg/kWh and βe = 0.683
kg/kWh, respectively [66].

B. Performance Evaluation

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed scheme
and MATD3 algorithm, the following methods are compared:

1) The Rule-based Method: The MGs do not use any
energy converters, and they only trade energy with external
networks. The rule-based operating policy calculates the dif-
ference between the estimated energy demand and generation
for the trading time slot, and then sells the surplus electricity
or buy the needed energy.

2) SATD3-SEP: The SATD3-SEP method has the same
configuration as rule-based one, except that it uses three
independent TD3 agents to find the trading actions of each
MG with external networks. Therefore, the agents only use
their own observations, actions, rewards and next observations
to train their critic networks.

3) SATD3: The SATD3 method will use our system model
for P2P energy trading and energy conversion. However, the
agents for the three MEMGs are independent TD3 agents.

4) MATD3: This is our proposed energy trading and con-
version scheme, and our proposed MATD3 method.

The average hourly operation costs of each MG in a typical
winter day using each method are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
industrial MG has the highest operation cost due to its highest
demand. The figure shows that the proposed MATD3 approach
can reduce the operation cost and outperform other methods.
The MATD3 approach achieves average hourly costs of 4.119,
6.566 and 9.230 US dollars in the residential MG, commercial
MG and industrial MG, respectively. In relative terms, MATD3

1We cannot find any industrial MG dataset in the same location as the
previous two, however, in our setting we assume these three MG are in the
same local area.
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Fig. 5. Average hourly costs of three MGs in a local community for the
examined methods. Curves are smoothed uniformly for visual clarity.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF THE DRL METHODS

Method SATD3-SEP SATD3 MATD3
CPU time per episode (s) 1.76 1.54 1.94
Number of episodes 1500 5000a 3000
Total CPU time (h) 0.74 2.13a 1.62
CPU time at execution (ms) 1.81 1.63 1.75
a Failure to converge within 5000 episodes.

reduces the costs 18.2%, 16.5% and 18.1% compared to
those of SATD3, SATD3-SEP and rule-based methods for
the residential MG; 27.8%, 20% and 24.8% compared to
those of SATD3, SATD3-SEP and rule-based methods for
the commercial MG; and 23.1%, 13.1% and 20.3% compared
to those of SATD3, SATD3-SEP and rule-based methods for
the industrial MG. SATD3 did not perform well and failed
to converge within 5000 episodes, because directly applying
the algorithm into an environment with three interacting MGs
violates the Markov assumption. The SATD3-SEP method
reduced commercial and industrial MGs’ costs compared
to the rule-based method. However, SATD3-SEP performs
comparably to the rule-based method for the residential MG.
These results are due to the fact that the residential MG only
has electrical storage, while the commercial and industrial MG
have electrical storage and thermal storage.

The computational performance of the compared DRL
methods is illustrated in Table II in terms of training and
execution. The average CPU time per episode is the highest
in MATD3 since the method involves interactions among
all three MGs, and each agent trains its critic using the

information from all of the MGs. The total CPU time required
to reach convergence is shortest in SATD3-SEP because of
the independent agents, longer in MATD3 because of the
multi-agent setting, and longest in SATD3 (since it fails to
reach convergence). For execution, the CPU time of each DRL
method is similar and in the order of milliseconds since the
policies are directly inferred from the observations by the
trained actor networks.

C. Impact of Energy Conversion and P2P Energy Trading

Fig. 6 shows the proportion of each MGs’ electricity and
heat demand that is met in each hour time slot by renewable
generation, energy storage, energy trading (including P2P
energy trading and trading with the external network), and
energy conversion using our proposed MATD3 approach. This
figure also shows how our proposed method was able to reduce
the average hourly operation cost of each MEMG by revealing
the energy trading and energy conversion decisions made at
each time slot. The same data was used as in Subsection IV-B.

The first two columns in Fig. 6 show how the electricity
demand and heat demand for each MEMG was met using re-
newable generation, energy storage, energy trading and energy
conversion. Fig. 6a, 6e and 6i reveal that the MGs tend to buy
more electricity (labelled in red as ET) when the electricity
price is low or the renewable generation is insufficient. The
residential MG uses WE to transform purchased surplus elec-
tricity to hydrogen stored in the hydrogen tank, e.g., Fig. 6a in
hour 22. Later, when needed, FC is used to transform hydrogen
to electricity and heat. As shown in Fig. 6f, HP provides a
significant amount of heat for the commercial MG and other
MGs. For the industrial MG shown in Fig. 6i and 6j, CHP is
used to provide electricity and heat when wind electricity is
insufficient, or the electricity price is high.

The last two columns in Fig. 6 show the amount of energy
traded among three MGs and external networks. P2P energy
trading accounts for a considerable proportion of the heat
traded. However, the majority of electricity trading is with the
main power grid, as all three MGs have insufficient renewable
generation to meet their own demand and energy conversion.
There is no electricity sold back to the grid in this case, which
shows our proposed approach makes appropriate decisions.
The last column in Fig. 6 shows the amount of heat that
each MEMG trade with others. The commercial MG provides
significant heat energy to other MGs via P2P energy trading,
which explains why the commercial MG converts much power
into heat using HP even when its heat demand is relatively
low. These results also show that MGs fulfil their heat demand
using P2P heat trading, and only the residential MG needs to
buy extra natural gas (Fig. 6d labelled in orange as GB) from
the external network.

These results demonstrate that the proposed MATD3
method can utilise energy conversion to flexibly convert and
store the energy when needed. It also allows the community
to consume heat energy locally with P2P energy trading, and
reduce the surplus electricity sent back to the main grid.
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Fig. 6. (a)-(d) show how the electricity demand is met, how the heat demand is met, the amount of electricity traded with each source, and the amount of
heat traded with each source respectively for the residential MEMG. (e)-(h) show the corresponding results for the commercial MEMG, and (i)-(l) show them
for the industrial MEMG. ED and HD stand for electricity demand and heat demand. PV, ES and HS stand for solar generation, electrical storage and thermal
storage. ET and PG mean energy trading and electricity trading with the main grid.
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Fig. 7. Average hourly costs and CO2 emissions at varying carbon tax prices.

D. Effect of Carbon Tax Price on Costs and CO2 Emissions

The impact of the carbon tax price on the the average hourly
costs and CO2 emissions for each MEMG using our proposed
MATD3 method is shown in Fig. 7. When the carbon tax price
increases, the average hourly costs of each MG increase due
to the increase of the environmental cost. The carbon tax price
impact is less on the residential MG, because the amount of
energy trading with the external network is smaller compared

to the commercial and industrial MGs.

The CO2 emissions from the commercial MG are stable
when the carbon tax price is lower than 0.02 $/kg, decrease
significantly when the carbon tax increases from 0.02 to
0.04 $/kg, and stay unchanged when the price increases
beyond 0.04 $/kg. The reason is that the commercial MG
converts significant amount of electricity purchased from the
main grid to heat and trades the heat with other MGs, since
the P2P energy trading profit is higher than the environmental
cost when carbon tax price is lower than 0.02 $/kg. When the
carbon tax price is above 0.02 $/kg, the amount of the heat
traded with other MGs is reduced, and the CO2 emissions are
reduced until no more heat trading takes place. The figure
shows that there is a sharp drop in CO2 emissions from
the industrial MG when the carbon tax price increases from
0 to 0.02 $/kg, and the CO2 emissions remain unchanged
when the price increases beyond 0.02 $/kg. As the carbon tax
price increases, the industrial MG uses the CHP to meet a
higher proportion of its own electricity demand rather than
buying electricity from the main grid, and all of the electricity
demand was met by the CHP when the carbon tax price is
0.02 $/kg. Therefore, the CO2 emissions are reduced at first,
and remain unchanged above the carbon tax price of 0.02 $/kg.
The residential MG produces less CO2 emissions as the carbon
tax price increases from 0 to 0.02 $/kg, and then more CO2

until the carbon tax price reaches 0.04 $/kg, and the same
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amount of CO2 above that. This is because the residential MG
uses more environmentally friendly approach as the carbon tax
price increases at first. However, when the carbon tax price is
higher than 0.02 $/kg, it has to use an increasing amount of
natural gas to meet its heat demand because the commercial
MG begins to reduce selling heat to other MGs. Once the
carbon tax price is higher than 0.04 $/kg, the demand is met
fully by the natural gas in residential MG.

E. Scalability of the proposed approach

The proposed approach can be scaled up for a longer period
than a day. If the proposed approach is scaled up to a month
or shorter, the time horizon in the system problem shown in
(9) needs to be changed from a day to the new period. This
method only needs to train the agents once and the results
can be reused. If the extended period is longer, e.g., up to
one year, the agents have to be trained periodically using the
newest collected data and old data. The computational costs
of this method are higher than the first method.

V. CONCLUSION

An external P2P energy trading and internal energy conver-
sion problem was investigated for the interconnected residen-
tial, commercial and industrial MEMGs in a local community.
The problem was formulated as a POMDP, and a multi-agent
deep reinforcement learning approach was proposed to address
it. The proposed approach aligns with the nature of P2P energy
trading, and can also handle a high-dimensional continuous
action space and alleviate overestimation and high variance
problems. The case study on three real-world datasets showed
that the proposed method significantly reduced all MGs’
operation costs. The simulation results also demonstrated that
the MATD3 method can utilise energy conversion to flexibly
convert and store the energy and allows MGs to consume heat
energy locally with P2P energy trading. The simulation results
also showed the impact of carbon tax price on the operation
cost and CO2 emissions.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to
consider the combined dynamics of energy trading, energy
conversion and multi-vector energies (electricity, heat and
natural gas) as a whole. More options can be used to match
supply with demand, making the system more flexible overall.
Increased flexibility provides alternatives to adding additional
costly infrastructure to meet demand and supports the inclu-
sion of a higher share of variable renewable energy sources.
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